
 

 

UNIQUE AND OUTSIDE THE SQUARE 

When was the last time your delegates returned from a conference and exclaimed 

it was the best they have ever been to…because they saw one of the most majestic 

mammals on the planet in their own natural environment. 

Yes – Whales. The Port Stephens Coast boasts one of the highest traffic areas for the 

migrating humpback whales every year. Our sightings have gone global, have 

featured on major television series, social media platforms and documentaries. 

You can never really appreciate these creatures until you have been up close and 

personal. Expert commentary that is constantly being researched, experienced and 

passionate crew, purpose built sea capable vessels, it is one of the most incredible 

experiences that we offer right in our back yard. To be so close and not experience 

these incredible mammals in the wild would be like not having mints on the 

conference table.  

PRIVATE CHARTERED WHALE WATCH 

PRIVATE CHARTER 

Exclusive use of vessel (MV Spirit- subject to availability) 

3 hr -3.5hr charter 

Up to 45 passengers – re-quote required if numbers exceed this due to vessel 

occupancy 

Departure from Passenger Wharf, Nelson Bay 

Exclusive Pick up/Drop off to Anchorage Marina available 

Cheese and Fruit boards for return journey (once through the heads) 

Times: As per request 

Weather dependant: Due to whales being an off-shore excursion, it is weather 

dependant.  

Optional: Professional photographer can come on board for tutorial and facilitation 

- $400.00 

$3,800.00 



 

 

 

SCHEDULED CRUISES 

10.00am – departure 

1.30pm – departure 

Departure from d’Albora Marina 

2.5-3hr duration 

$53.55 per adult (package rate – normally $63.00 per adult) based on 20 pax or 

more in one booking and one departure time 

 

WHALE TRAVEL TIPS 

TIP: Allow plenty of time in conference agenda 

TIP: Departure time no later than 1.30pm 

TIP: Advise this is an off-shore excursion, weather dependant.  Sea-sickness 

preventative recommended prior to departure. 

TIP: Camera’s, wet weather jackets, beanie, scarves etc are recommended and 

UGG boots allowed! 

 

 

 

 

 


